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The Royal Wedding Exclusive Collectors’ Edition 

 
The British Guide to the Royal Event of 2018.  
 

In celebration of this Royal Event of 2018, there will be two 
amazing picture-packed specials coming up! 
 
Part 2 - will display all the pomp and  
pageantry of the Royal Wedding itself,  
so be sure to pick up both and make  
your Royal Collection complete! 
 
 
 
 
 

Title Code: 490068     RRP: $14.95       On Sale:  04/06/2018    Recall: 16/07/2018 

Harry and Meghan  
Royal Wedding Preview 
 

 
The public loves a Royal Wedding, and our quality, competitively 
priced publication will provide a worthy primer for the event itself, 
and a must-buy title for all collectors as they wait for the big day. 
 
Exciting news,  as well as this edition of the Harry and Meghan 
wedding, Anthem will also be bringing out a post wedding edition,  
with all the best moments of the special day. This will be the ultimate 
collector’s item, from the biggest wedding of the year.  
We are excited to present to you Harry and Meghan Wedding 
preview.  
 
 

Title Code: 818026     RRP: $17.99       On Sale:  04/06/2018    Recall: 30/07/2018 



       

VOGUE US 

ELLE US 
ELLE is the number one fashion magazine in the world. 
From its always-inspiring fashion and beauty coverage 
to its thought-provoking mix of culture, controversy and 
cool, ELLE celebrates women across the globe.  

Title Code: 732810      RRP: $10.50    
On Sale: Monthly         Recall: Monthly 

Title Code:  855262  NZRRP:  $16.95 
On sale date:  Monthly Recall Date:  Monthly 

Vogue places fashion in the context of culture and the 
world we live in — how we dress, live and socialize; what 
we eat, listen to and watch; who leads and inspires 
us. Vogue immerses itself in fashion, always leading 
readers to what will happen next. Thought-provoking, 
relevant and always influential, Vogue defines the culture 
of fashion. 



       

Victoria 
and Victoria Classics 

 Victoria, a bimonthly women’s lifestyle magazine, is 

created for all who love heritage linens, charming homes, 

gracious gardens, travelling the world, and all that is 

beautiful in life, promising a return to loveliness. 

Title Code: 862221 RRP: $11.90 
On Sale:  07/06/2018 Recall: 30/07/2018 

Title Code: 725102 RRP: $24.70 
On Sale: 07/06/2018  Recall: 30/07/2018 

Victoria Classics 

Victoria 

*** Image of previous issue*** 

Outdoor Rooms 

Outdoor Rooms offers a tour of options, styles and contemporary 
design ideas. 
 
Modern residential landscaping is often structural; it is about 
extending the seasonal life of the project and having an extra 
“room” for family members to enjoy. Outdoor Rooms magazine 
champions the structural landscape and helps consumers define 
what they want for their own projects. 

Title Code: 405795  RRP: $12.99 
On Sale:  11/06/2018 Recall: 10/09/2018 

Homestyle 
Homestyle’s June/July winter issue explores ‘the new neutrals’, and 
enduring ways to make pale interesting. We check out five amazing 
homes in depth, visit a Tasmanian getaway, and hear from an 
Antipodean in Stockholm on what makes her place a home. In our 
focus on creative people we step into artist Erin O’Malley’s studio, 
the handcrafted utensils of Courtney Petley, and chic home of 
Tesutti’s Ali McIntosh. And don’t miss our regular curated picks and 
shopping guides - and our stylish laundry feature for design to match 
your lifestyle. 

Title Code: 580790 RRP: $10.50 
On Sale: Now!   Recall: 23/07/2018 



       

Frankie 

The Magnolia Journal 
The Magnolia Journal is a quarterly lifestyle publication that 
promises fresh inspiration for your life and home in each new 
season. 
 
Meet Magnolia: we’re all about the home. Owned by Chip and 
Joanna Gaines from HGTV’s Fixer Upper, we’re a small town 
business deep in the heart of Texas inspiring folks from all walks 
of life to take ownership of their spaces & create value where 
they’re planted. 

Title Code: 855600 RRP: $20.90 
On Sale:  Mid July Recall: Mid October 

The New Zealand Journal of Natural Medicine 

The New Zealand Journal of Natural Medicine  explores a wide range 

of topics that are relevant to maintaining or regaining good health, 

including nutrition, herbal medicine, including New Zealand native 

rongoa, exercise, homoeopathy, Traditional Chinese Medicine, 

massage and many other modalities that can make a contribution to 

improving people’s health.  It also examines environmental and social 

and issues that impact on health, as well as include information that 

will allow readers to reduce their risks of developing iatrogenic 

disease. 

Title Code: 581652 RRP: $9.90 
On Sale:  30/07/2018 Recall: 22/10/2018 

*** Images of previous issues*** 

*** Image of previous issue*** 

It may be cooling down outside, but it’s warming up for frankie 
with their winter bumper issue. They've packed it full of extra 
goodies, including a hand-drawn pull-out puzzle book and two 
pretty art posters. 
 
Also inside, you’ll find some cosy hot chocolate recipes with a 
twist, a guide to the Auslan alphabet, and lessons in long-term 
love. With a special, hand stitched cover by Slow Stich Sophie, 
position front of store to attract new and existing frankie fans! 

Title Code: 491120  RRP: $14.95 
On Sale:  25/06/2018 Recall: 13/08/2018 



       

Weight Watchers 

Handyman 
In the June issue of New Zealand’s favourite DIY magazine, we 
check out the latest tech advances in smart homes; show you 
how best to light your home to create bright, warm spaces; 
provide expert tips on maximising space in small gardens; 
investigate clever ways to help finance your dream renovation; 
help you rule the roost at home with a DIY chicken caravan; 
outline exactly which flowers to plant for some much-needed 
warm winter colours and much more.  
 
Happy DIYing! 

Title Code: 404950 RRP: $6.50 
On Sale:  Now!  Recall: 25/06/2018 

Weight Watchers members share their tips and how healthy 
eating has become a lifestyle.  
 
Plus, you'll:  

o Learn how choosing the right foods can boost your energy & 
immunity 

o Enjoy delicious hot and healthy winter recipes 
o Discover new ways to keep active plus get our at-home 

workout. 

Title Code: 406705  RRP: $7.20 
On Sale:  11/06/2018 Recall: 09/07/2018 

La  Maison Victor 
La Maison Victor is full of beautiful, inspiring and modern  
designs for the whole family to enjoy.  Each issue has over 
100pages of sewing projects from the beginner to more 
advanced sewer. 
→ Sewing for the whole family (babies, children, teens, women, men)  
→ Step by step tutorials (both written & illustrated)  
→ For starters & advanced  
→ 8 Free full-size sewing patterns inside + 1 knitting pattern  
→ 7 DIY projects  
→ Sewing patterns are integrated in the magazine  
 Sew it , Make it, Love it!  

Title Code: 105625 RRP: $14.10 
On Sale:  13/08/2018 Recall: 08/10/2018 



Dr Who Special 

Title Code: 108860  RRP: $17.50 
On Sale:  18/06/2018 Recall: 13/08/2018 

The latest Doctor Who Magazine Special Edition tells the story of the 
series’ sometimes difficult evolution from relatively primitive 
beginnings to the cutting edge of modern television production.  
 
Packed full of all-new features and previously unseen images, this is 
the ultimate guide to the studio recording and filming of Doctor Who. 

Harmony of Colour 

Stressed out at work? Are the pressures of the world getting you down? 
We guarantee relaxation with these complex Zen and anti-stress 
colouring pages for adults. ‘African Safari’ offers detailed images and 
patterns that are chosen by experts for their soothing properties. Be 
aware of the overall harmony of your colouring rather than focusing on 
each element individually. Try to balance the colours so that they are a 
reflection of your emotions of the moment. If the colours of your page 
are in harmony, then your mind will follow! Now… grab your pencils or 
textas and de-stress… and don’t forget to share your creations with us 
on social media. 

Title Code: 446180  RRP: $12.95   
On Sale: 14/06/2018 Recall:  09/07/2018 

Reader’s Digest 

Title Code: 406095  RRP: $6.50 
On Sale:  Now!   Recall: 25/06/2018 

In the June issue of Reader’s Digest, we reveal the results of the 
annual Trusted Brands survey. Which brands enjoy the best 
reputation among New Zealand consumers, and why? Find out in 
this special edition. Plus, we’ve got all the facts that hit TV show The 
Crown got wrong; 6 new medical treatments that can save your life; 
advice on ditching the phones and devices to re-ignite your 
relationships; a real-life thriller when a caving trip turns deadly; and 
much more. Enjoy! 



NZ Surfing 

Title Code: 581999 RRP: $9.90 
On Sale:  25/06/2018 Recall: 20/08/2018 

NZ truly is an epic country to be a surfer and the waves featured in 

these pages prove that time and time again. 

 

NZ Adventure 
Adventure travel with every issue.  From mountain biking the 
Himalayas, kayaking in New Zealand, diving in the Solomon’s, 
NZ Adventure reveals the ‘Hot Sauce’ on each destination – 
where we have local insight where to go, what to buy, where to 
eat. Advice on how to pack, Travel tips from world renowned 
athletes, on how to get cheap seats and upgrades to getting 
extra baggage allowance.  For everything you need to know, get 
your NZ Adventure and start the journey! 

Title Code: 581930  RRP: $9.20   
On Sale: 04/06/2018 Recall:  30/07/2018 

NZ4WD 

Title Code: 581526 RRP: $8.90 
On Sale:  18/06/2018 Recall: 16/07/2018 

NZ4WD reaches people interested in 4WD vehicles and the 

lifestyle activities associated with them. It covers a range of 

topics of interest to the 4WD vehicle buyer and driver. It aims 

to provide a wide range of information covering vehicle 

selection (new and used), 4WD destinations, accessories 

and upgrading, 4WD clubs and sport, lifestyle activities 

associated with 4WD, adventure and track stories and 

technical articles.  

*** Image of previous issue*** 

*** Image of previous issue*** 

*** Image of previous issue*** 



       

Monocle 

Juno 
This winter, JUNO looks at the hot topic of property investment. 
We explore investments in the residential rental market, 
commercial and industrial buildings, and how to achieve a hands-
off property share portfolio.  
 
Along with coverage of the share market you’ll find business 
news, lifestyle content, and market analysis for the sophisticated 
investor. 

Title Code: 557780  RRP: $9.95 
On Sale:  Now!  Recall: 27/08/2018 

It is a well-known fact that reading Monocle is guaranteed to 
make you a more interesting person. In this issue of Monocle 
features a big Interview with Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of 
New Zealand! (in Affairs).  
 
Each issue of the mag focuses on the aspects of international 
affairs, policy, culture and social trends that are relevant to 
people who are also interested in furniture design, exotic travel 
and development theory. If this is you, then you've just found a 
new reason to get up in the morning. 

Title Code: 177984  RRP: $15.00 
On Sale:  25/06/2018 Recall: 23/07/2018 

Smith Journal 

No bones about it – Smith Journal volume 27 is a mammoth 
issue.  
 
Inside you’ll read about the hunters who brave the Arctic in 
search of woolly mammoth bones, learn about the surprisingly 
interesting history of boredom, find out how to make a pit oven 
out of rocks and dirt, and meet the Quentin Tarantino of Uganda.  
 
Position with your general interest / current affairs titles. 

Title Code: 491123 RRP: $13.95 
On Sale:  18/06/2018 Recall: 10/09/2018 

*** Image of previous issue*** 



NZ Cycling Journal 

Title Code: 581177 RRP: $11.90 
On Sale:  28/06/2018 Recall: 10/09/2018 

New Zealand Cycling Journal captures all aspects of cycling from a 
distinctly Kiwi perspective in a format that aims to inform, inspire, 
educate and entertain the readers. Written by cyclists for cyclists, 
each volume of New Zealand Cycling Journal contains a mix of 
practical and informative features. 

SLAM 

SLAM’s July/August issue (#216) is themed "The Future Issue“, an entire 
issue of SLAM themed around the future of the sport and culture of 
basketball.  It includes a big cover feature about 76ers superstar Ben 
Simmons, along with features about rookies-to-be such as DeAndre 
Ayton, Luka Doncic, Collin Sexton, Jaylen Brunson and Anfernee 
Simons.  There are also pieces about the NBA 2K League, the G-League, 
the SLAM All-Americans (a profile of the best high school players in the 
world), WNBA top pick A'ja Wilson -- plus two posters.” 

Title Code: 847930 RRP: $20.90   
On Sale: 02/07/18 Recall:  30/07/2018 

NZ Mountain Biker 

Title Code: 581554 RRP: $11.90 
On Sale:  Now!   Recall: 02/07/2018 

New Zealand Mountain Biker captures all aspects of cycling from a 
distinctly Kiwi perspective in a format that aims to inform, inspire, 
educate and entertain the readers. Written by cyclists for cyclists, 
each volume of New Zealand Mountain Biker contains a mix of 
practical and informative features. 



FourFourTwo 

Title Code: 404855 RRP: $13.99 
On Sale:  04/06/2018 Recall: 02/07/2018 

It’s our amazing bumper World Cup special issue, 

complete with World Cup supplement, sticker album, 

stickers, trading cards, exclusive Socceroos stickers plus 

giant wall chart…and everything you need to know to enjoy 

the greatest show on earth! 

World Cup Superstars 2018 

The 2018 World Cup is the first European World Cup for twelve years 
bringing time-zone friendly matches across Europe and relatively easy 
travel for fans. As ever there will be huge interest in what is likely to be 
an open tournament, with the experiences of Euro 2016 giving smaller 
nations the belief they can gain success. 
 
The tournament kicks off on 14th June 2018 in Moscow and culminates 
a month later on 15th July in St Petersburg. 

Title Code: 108210 RRP: $18.99   
On Sale: 11/06/18 Recall:  06/08/2018 

World Soccer Special 

Title Code: 821390 RRP: $20.00 
On Sale:  Now!   Recall: 23/07/2018 

Big Football Fan? World Soccer brings you their special Annual. 
World Cup 2018 is an unofficial preview magazine, from the writers 
of World Soccer.  
Featuring interviews with Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo, profiles 
of star players Neymar, Harry Kane, Toni Kroos and others, as well as 
expert analysis of all 32 teams taking part in Russia. We have a full 
schedule of matches, we take a look at the stadiums and the kits, and 
we look back at some of the heroes of World Cups from the past. 



       
For those who make and drink 

great beer. 

SIP For the Love of Drink 

SIP For the Love of Drink celebrates the very best in beverages 
of all kinds: cocktails, spirits, wines, beers, waters, mixers, 
juices, smoothies, coffees and more, as well as everything to 
serve them in and with. We travel all around the world to bring 
back the best sips in the world to you!  

Title Code: 778883 RRP: $15.00 
On Sale:  23/07/2018 Recall: 17/09/2018 

Title Code: 778876 RRP: $24.90 
On Sale:  04/06/2018 Recall: 23/07/2018 

Christopher Kimball’s -  

MILK STREET 

Not your typical magazine — You’ll want 

to keep it next to your cookbooks. 

Title Code: 778962 RRP: $19.50 
On Sale:  11/06/2018 Recall: 16/07/2018 

Bold, simple recipes that will 

change the way you cook. 

*** Image of previous issue*** 



Title Code: 778911     RRP: $12.90    
On Sale: Monthly       Recall: Monthly 

• Scientific American is the world's leading source and authority for 
science and technology information for science-interested citizens, 
delivering understandable, credible and provocative content to an 
audience of more than 5 million people worldwide. 

• Whether it's in the field of health, space, technology or energy & 
sustainability, just to mention a few — we know you will enjoy our 
innovative thinking and enlightening ideas. 

• No matter what your interest in things new or ‘scientific’ or what 
your level of level of education is, Scientific American will delight. 
See for yourself. 

 

The New Yorker 

Title Code: 808300       RRP: $23.20       On Sale: Every Week     Recall: Every Week 

Although its reviews and events listings often focus on the 
cultural life of New York City, The New Yorker has a wide 
audience outside New York and is read internationally.  
 
It is well known for its illustrated and often topical covers, 
its commentaries on popular culture and eccentric 
Americana, its attention to modern fiction by the inclusion 
of short stories and literary reviews, its rigorous fact 
checking and copyediting, its journalism on politics and 
social issues, and its single-panel cartoons sprinkled 
throughout  
each issue. 



HISTORY 

Title Code: 784732         RRP: $18.95    
On Sale: Bi-Monthly       Recall: Bi-Monthly 

Traveler 

National Geographic Traveler is the world’s 
most widely read travel magazine. Through 

powerful storytelling and photography,  

Title Code: 815890         RRP: $12.50    
On Sale: Bi-Monthly       Recall: Bi-Monthly 

each issue inspires curious readers with stories that show 
the transformative power of travel. Go beyond the usual 

tourist fare for authentic experiences— 

many from a local’s point of view—with expert advice and tips 
for travel that is sustainable and smart. 

A magnificent magazine richly illustrated and 
expertly written by renowned historians whose 
captivating stories span the ages and foster an 

appreciation of the role history plays in our lives. In 
each issue you'll explore the march of civilization 

from ancient times to the modern era, examine the 
forces behind history's most explosive conflicts, gain 
an understanding of the culture and art that sprang 

forth from every epoch and come away with a 
greater understanding of who we are, and where we 

come from.  



       

Professional Skipper 
Professional Skipper magazine, covers the latest in maritime news, 
views and waterfront business from our ports to the boat and ship 
building industry.  
Every issue captures the ever-changing Maritime New Zealand safety 
rules, as well as summaries of accidents and investigations. 
Professional Skipper is the only specialised marine publication in 
Oceania focusing on the maritime industry. 

Title Code: 508925                    RRP: $10.00 
On Sale:  NOW!   Recall: 25/06/2018 

WoodenBoat 
WoodenBoat is an American magazine that has been published since 1974. 
It is written for owners, admirers, builders, and designers of wooden boats. 
Its publication marked the start of a trend — a growing interest in 
traditional boats and boat building techniques and the development 
thereof.  

 
WoodenBoat celebrates both the old and the new. The diversity of types of 
craft built in this material and the interest would be repeated in other 
countries with publications such as Classic Boat, The Boatman and 
Watercraft.  On sale Bi-Monthly. 

Title Code: 863502  RRP: $17.30 
On Sale:  Bi-Monthly Recall: 16/07/2018 

Pacific PowerBoat 

Title Code: 405815      RRP: $10.00        
On Sale: 03/05/2018        Recall: 25/06/2018 

Pacific PowerBoat targets powerboats from 3m to 30 metres, from trailerboats 
to motor yachts and cruisers. Features boat reviews, new products, destinations 
and technical articles.  
Each issue includes a second stand alone magazine, targeting a specific sector of 
the marine market:  

• Alloy Boat Magazine appears  (Jan-Feb, May-Jun & Sep-Oct issues) covering 
all aspects of trailerable alloy powerboats. 

• Pacific PassageMaker Annual in the Mar-Apr issue and is devoted to cruising 
powerboats 

• RIB Annual in the July-Aug issue looks at the rigid inflatable boat scene. 
• PWC Annual caters for one of the fastest growing marine markets, Personal 

Watercraft - Nov-Dec 



       

The Backwoodsman 

Title Code: 737520 RRP: $14.90 
On Sale:  21/06/2018 Recall: 23/07/2018 

NZ Pig Hunter - Morepork 

NZ Morepork is celebrating 25 years of being New 
Zealand’s leading pig hunting magazine. 
It contains stories and photos of New Zealand’s pig 
hunters from times gone by, to the present day. 
Read of the old timers profiles on hunting, to the young 
pig hunters starting out. 

Title Code: 516218 RRP: $12.00 
On Sale:  09/07/2018 Recall: 03/09/2018 

Bowhunter 

Bowhunter is a hunting and fishing magazine that caters to 
hunting archers, conservationists and outdoorsmen -- North 
America's unique bowhunting community. 

Title Code: 716830  RRP: $15.00 
On Sale: 14/06/2018 Recall: 30/08/2018 

Backwoodsman magazine are dedicated to preserving Old 
Frontier living, primitive hunting and fishing, tool and weapons 
lore, and wilderness survival.  
 
Each issue includes articles, information and how-to projects 
associated with this unique period of North American history.  

*** Image of previous issue*** 



With a whole world of reading, discovery and fun, 

National Geographic Kids NZ is everything an 

inquisitive young mind needs.  To kids, the world can 

feel like a very big place - science gives them the tools 

to understand it. 

  

Inspiring a next generation of scientists, explorers, 

photo journalists, biologists, engineers and 

environmentalists – National Geographic Kids are filled 

with spectacular photography, epic stories of human 

and animal adventure, plus games and puzzles. 

 

Free gifts with every issue! 

Title Code:  456780   RRP: $6.99    On Sale: Monthly    Recall: Monthly 

NZ Edition 

Toddlers love baby animals, which  

Is why the National Geographic  

Little Kids Magazine with stories about cute  

critters is a perfect magazine for kids ages 3-6. 

 

National Geographic Little Kids is a children's science and nature 

magazine with awesome photos, activities and kid-friendly 

content to teach little explorers about animals and culture around 

the world. 

Title Code: 784738  RRP: $4.50    
On Sale: Bi-Monthly    Recall: Bi-Monthly 



Enterprise Park, 122 Kerrs Road, Wiri 2104 
PO Box 76 255, Manukau City, 2241 
E-mail: thecallcentre@gordongotch.co.nz  
Ph: (09) 979 3018 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/gordongotchnz 

It Girl 
In the June issue of It GiRL we features Sofia 
Wylie on the cover and talk to her about 
Disney, dancing and Justin Bieber. We also give 
away a BONUS It GiRL Squishy Donut Keyring to 
every reader. Grab a pin-up, check the latest 
celebrity gossip, try a brain teaser, check out 
the latest fashion, watch all the coolest movies, 
play some new games and more. There’s also 
some great prize packs to win. What’s the 
coolest mag for girls? It GiRL. We know what 
girls like! 

Title Code: 446170  RRP: $6.99 
On Sale:  Now!  Recall: 25/06/2018 

KRASH 
The June issue of KRASH comes with a BONUS 
KRASH Sticky Spider for every reader! It’s also 
packed with awesome stuff like comps, 
interviews, WWE, posters and more. Check out 
a cool new Avengers comic, a wicked new skate 
trick and the funniest jokes ever! Not to 
mention the best gaming section in the whole 
universe - GameSta! Don’t forget the two giant 
fold-out posters. KRASH is the only mag boys 
need! 

Title Code: 446160  RRP: $6.99 
On Sale:  Now!  Recall: 25/06/2018 


